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KU SIGEP CELEBRATES 100 YEARS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

Congrats 
SigEp!

Established 1923  |  For Alumni & Friends of the Kansas Gamma Chapter

5x
Chapter of the Year
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Thank you KU 
SigEp volunteers!

Gabe Alvarado 
President
Tom Gray 

Vice President
Sean Goodale 

Treasurer
Steve Burchstead 

Secretary
Roark Browne 

Chapter Counselor
Bill Dewitt 

Faculty Fellow
Keaton Dornath 

Balanced Man Steward
Joe Jacelone 

IT Advisor
Jim Gray 

Recruitment Advisor

Please send all tax deductible donations to:
Kansas Gamma Alumni Association 

P.O. Box 7050 
Overland Park, KS 66207-0050

Your donation goes towards improving 
SigEp and we will mail you a receipt!

Help your fraternity to continue to 
lead the way at KU by making your 

donation today!

Alumnus of the 
Year Award

Interested in volunteering on 
the alumni board or becoming a 

mentor at SigEp?
Email us at: alumni@kusigep.com 

Donate online:

In recognition of  ongoing service to KU SigEp since 
graduation, including 4 years as Alumni Volunteer 
Corporation President, and an amazing effort in planning 
SigEp’s 100th Anniversary Celebration, Michael Dalbom 
was awarded the KU SigEp “James Naismith Outstanding 
Alumnus Award” on November 8, 2023.  

Michael’s family and many of  his SigEp Brothers 
attended the dinner with the entire Chapter membership.  

SigEp Brother Tom 
Gray stated that “in the 
history of this award, 
no single person has 
been more deserving in 
receiving this award than 
Michael Dalbom!”

Congratulations 
Michael!
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SigEp Chapter 
Leadership

Alumnus of the 
Year Award

2023:
By the Numbers

�.�2
All house GPA
Spring 2023 All-House GPA.
#1 in grades ranked by IFC

��
Chapter of the Year �X!
Awarded Chapter of the
Year by KU IFC FIVE
consecu�ve years

���%
Gradua�on Rate among
SigEp Senior Class

���
Manpower. Largest 
fraternity on campus

Alex Everhart
President 

Tanner Doyle
Vice President 

AJ Marozas
Chaplain 

Kit Hamilton
Social Chairman 
Henry Whalen

VP of  Finance 
Max Meyer

VP of  Scholarship 

Jack Williams
Mem Dev 

JD Carpenter
VP of  Philanthropy
Rowan Lindhardt
Risk Management 

Aziz Bisaria
Public Relations 

Aiden Denmark,  
Carson Reeves

Recruitment
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Alumni Board 
President’s Letter

Greetings Brothers, 

What an honor and privilege to serve as your Alumni Volunteer Corporation 
Board President.  

We have much to be thankful for as we come to the end of  2023.  The chapter 
continues to bask in its high in May from our 100th Anniversary Celebration.  
Many of  you traveled great distances to take part in this historical event that 
created a lifetime memory for those who chose to attend the weekend.  I want 
to personally thank the alumni committee members who worked diligently on 
the numerous details that made this historical event such a resounding success.  

Not only was the 100th Anniversary a fabulous alumni event, we also commend the current members of  
the chapter for again ranking #1 in grades and in receiving KU’s “Chapter of  the Year” Award for the fifth 
consecutive year!  After receiving those honors in the spring from KU, we traveled to San Antonio, Texas 
in August for SigEp’s 58th Grand Chapter Conclave.  I’m proud to report that KU SigEp won the coveted 
“Buchanan Cup Outstanding Chapter Award”, and the “Cornerstone Award” recognizing KU SigEp’s 
Alumni Volunteer Corporation for consistent excellence in maintaining and improving chapter housing.   

As we celebrate unprecedented success, we must devote time and attention to addressing issues so we 
can ensure that KU SigEp continues into the future.  The challenge we face, like any fraternity, involves 
stamping out the “animal house mentality” that has long been embedded into young men by cultures 
from the past.  It pervades in the minds of  young men who seek to experience university life as they 
have seen in movies and heard from fraternity members from the past.  We seek to find a balance where 
young men can have fun in their college environment; however, with zero tolerance policies from the 
university and SigEp National Fraternity, we need to transform this cultural mindset if  we want to 
remain successful impacting young men for their entire life and for our Red Doors to remain open.  

So, I seek your assistance as alumni to join us here at KU SigEp to transform the mindset of  future 
generations.  If  you have a son or a friend that is considering being a part of  this great fraternal history, 
please help educate them about all the benefits the chapter has to offer, and that life in our fraternity 
must be lived out as a balanced man by showing and paving the way for future recruitment classes to 
conduct themselves in such a way that the KU SigEp chapter continues to be rewarded for its character as 
well as its academics and service.

Fraternally yours,

Gabriel Alvarado  
AVC Board President  
Kansas Gamma Chapter
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Chapter 
President’s Letter

Greetings KU SigEp Alumni ,
Sigma Phi Epsilon at the University of  Kansas is doing great!  

We’re very proud to be KU’s “Chapter of  the Year”.. . again, five years in a 
row!  We’re ranked first among KU fraternities in grades, and we’ve been 
the largest fraternity at KU for decades.  We’re a leader on campus, and a 
philanthropic leader in the community.  We were excited to be selected to 
perform in Rock Chalk Revue last year with Pi Phi - winning seven awards 
and raising the most money in support of  Willow House!

In addition to “Chapter of the Year” we also received the following awards from KU:

• “Outstanding Academic Performance” 

• “Outstanding Community Awareness” 

• “Outstanding Leadership & Campus Engagement” 

• “Outstanding Risk Reduction & Management” 

• “Outstanding Member Development & Education” 

• “Outstanding House Director” 
In addition to these KU Greek Community awards, KU SigEp was awarded the coveted Buchanan 
Cup at SigEp’s 58th Grand Chapter Conclave in San Antonio, TX this summer.  This is SigEp’s highest 
award for Outstanding Chapters across the country. We are very proud and honored to receive these 
awards and are always looking to recruit ‘balanced men’ who can help us continue to the success of  
our chapter.

Each of  our alumni helped lay the foundation for SigEp’s successes today.  We appreciate our history, 
and we appreciate your continued support as an alumnus today! 

Please know that you’re always welcome at KU SigEp! Rock Chalk Jayhawk!

Fraternally,

Alex Everhart ‘25
Chapter President
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Kansas Gamma Chapter
University of  Kansas
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Alumni Spotlight: 
John Owen

We asked John to answer the following questions 
about Airshare, and about his days at SigEp:

Founded in 2000, Airshare has had rapid growth.  
What are some of the key factors that fueled that 
growth?
Airshare has always been focused on the customer 
experience. We never grew just to grow. It 
happened naturally as we provided an exceptional 
level of  service. Customers then tell their 
friends and family, so most our clientele come 
from referrals. However, we did just complete a 
significant acquisition of  Wheels Up’s Aircraft 
Management business that doubled the size of  our 
business. So what once was started as a small two 
aircraft operator about two decades ago, is now 
600 employees with a 150 aircraft fleet of  private 
jets that operate internationally. It’s been a fun 
ride, but we feel we’re just getting started. 

We hear a lot about the increased use of Data 
Analysis in sports, how does Airshare use data 
analysis in its business decisions:
Currently, it’s a huge part of  how we operate and 
determine growth strategies. Up until a few years 
ago, we did very little data analysis. I originally 
started at Airshare in late 2016 as its CFO. We 
quickly began digging into the data and have been 
investing heavily in building out various data 
platforms and performing significant systems 
integration. Over the last few years, we completely 
rebuilt our executive management team with 

individuals who are heavily focused on relying 
on data to make decisions. As we have scaled, we 
knew a concentration in data aggregation and 
analysis was crucial to our growth and ensuring 
we continue to grow intelligently while always 
providing the best service in private aviation.

Attracting talented employees has become more 
and more competitive.  What kind of culture do 
you promote at Airshare to make it attract and 
retain employees?
We are a very transparent group. We also heavily 
rely on our Core Values of  Communicate, 
Collaborate, Innovate and Celebrate. At the center 
of  all those is Act with Integrity. We consistently 
talk about how we like operating as an idea 
factory. There is a lot of  interaction between all 
departments and all levels of  the organization 
to help ensure we’re making decisions based on 
the best information. We believe working here 
shouldn’t feel like a job. We like to have fun too!

How much fun has it been to have the Kansas City 
Chiefs as customers and to have a partnership 
with Patrick Mahomes? 
It’s obviously been great! We’ve been working 
with the Chiefs for about a decade. Having been 
born and raised in Kansas City, it’s been a lot of  
fun for me. Whether it be taking members of  the 
management team to and from the NFL Combine 
or being involved in flying in the last minute trade 
and free agent signings, our team at Airshare has 

John Owen ‘99 is the President and CEO of Airshare. Airshare, 
headquartered in Overland Park, Kansas, is one of the fastest-growing 
private jet companies in the country and currently sits as the fifth 
largest overall, maintaining the highest level safety ratings. Airshare 
offers a holistic suite of private aviation services, including aircraft 
management, fractional ownership, jet cards, charter, and maintenance. 
Airshare works with a diverse clientele, encompassing public companies, 
business owners, corporate executives, and high net worth individuals.
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What was it like being back at the house for 
the 100th Anniversary Celebration in May?
It was so much fun. Everyone did their best 
reliving the old days and there were so many 
stories, many of  which I had forgotten. I’d 
do that every year if  we could. The house was 
almost unnoticeable. They’re living pretty 
good these days. We slept in a sleeping dorm 
with bunk beds that would sway all night and 
it wasn’t uncommon to wake up with snow 
on you from the window being open in the 
winter. They’ve done some great things with 
the house and it’ll be exciting to see how it 
continues to improve over the years. 

What advice would you give to a new 
member as he embarks on his four years at 
SigEp and KU?
Soak it in! It’ll probably be the best 4+ 
years of  your life. We still reminisce about 
our times there. There is so much time to 
figure out your life. I had no idea what I 
wanted to do when I graduated, and it all 
worked out. Make friends, have a few beers, 
and savor your time there. Who knows, 
maybe you’ll meet your best friends for life 
and even come out there with your wife! 
The experience I had at KU and SigEp had 
so much influence over my entire life. I 
wouldn’t trade it for anything. 

an enormous since of  pride in helping contribute to 
their success. In regards to Patrick, we signed him before 
his first full season as a starter hoping he’d be a great 
advocate for our business at a local level. He quickly 
exploded into the NFL and is now an international brand 
ambassador for us. We also love what he stands for. He 
is such a great guy on and off the field, and we couldn’t 
have asked for a more perfect partner. 

Your family... wife & kids?
My wife and I actually met at KU in an Introduction 
to Public Relations class, so she had the full SigEp 
experience. I missed class the day we picked teams for 
our group project, but I told Cory Gourley, who was one 
of  my pledge brothers, to find a good group of  girls for 
our project. Who knew my future wife would be one 
those girls. Strange how things work out. We now live in 
Leawood, Kansas, and have three awesome and active 
children: Carter (15), Ainsley (13), and Graham (10).

As you think back to your years at SigEp, what good 
memories come to mind?
Too many to count. We spent A LOT of  time at The 
Bull! Played a lot of  basketball on the court behind the 
house. I say all the time that if  someone would let me 
go back and relive those four years, I’d do it in a second. 
My close friends remember this, but I came very close 
to leaving KU after my first semester. Some pledge 
brothers convinced me to stay and now my best friends 
are still my fraternity brothers from the house. 

Who was the Housemother when you were there?
Mittens Crow

Were there any upperclassmen that you particularly 
looked up to?
We had a great group of  guys ahead of  us. Jeff Auslander 
and Paul Stiglic took me out on a night to remember the 
first time I was introduced to SigEp. From that point on, 
everyone was really great. Brandon Hunter, who was 
my pledge dad, is now my family’s optometrist. Jake 
Barnes, who was a couple years ahead of  me, is now my 
Hallbrook Cup (member/member) partner at our golf  
club, which I’ll mention we won this past year. I still run 
into random upperclassmen and we always have a great 
time reliving old stories. 
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Meet KU SigEp’s Longest-Serving 
Housemother...Mom Sally!

Sally Voth-Company, hired in 2006, is in her 17th year as 
Housemother (“House Director”) at KU SigEp.

Sally is the longest serving housemother in SigEp’s 100 year history!  
She brings a wealth of  knowledge, experience and “motherhood” to 
the undergraduates, and she is integral in helping the alumni manage 
and improve the facility.  Thank you Sally for your time, dedication, 
sacrifice and hard work in helping make SigEp what it is today… SigEp’s 
undergraduates and alumni are forever grateful! 

Mom Sally!...
Where were you born & tell us a little bit about your family and 
upbringing? 
I was born in Newton Kansas, the third of  four siblings. We moved to 

Tucson Arizona when I was eight and then back to Kansas when I was thirteen. We traveled a lot during 
summer vacation, and by the time I was twelve, we had visited every state in the US except Alaska and 
Hawaii, and we had traveled in Canada and Mexico. I got bitten by the travel bug in my early childhood, 
which explains how I ended up in Europe for 35 years.

Prior to SigEp, where did you live and what was your profession?
 I traveled through Europe before starting my Ph.D., ending up 
on the island of  Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain) where, the very 
first evening on the island, I met the man I would marry. The 
earth shook, so I stayed and had maybe the first destination 
wedding ever, and over 35 years became a wife, mother, 
homemaker, and businesswoman. Divorce came, and then 
when my three sons left home for college, I decided to return 
to the United States to spend time with my elderly parents 
and aunt. Since I wanted to stay active, my sis (housemom at 
a KU sorority) offered to set up interviews for me. My only 
stipulation was that I wanted something that would allow me 
to travel home to be with my family at Christmas and some of  
the summer. Little did I know she was setting up interviews 
with KU Greek houses.  I was very skeptical, and the first 
two interviews pretty much convinced me that this was NOT 
going to be my calling. But the third time’s a charm, and 
after interviewing at SigEp I felt like maybe I could do this 
Housemom thing after all. I’m so glad I stepped out of  my 
comfort zone with SigEp and that SigEp chose me to be their 
housemom… and here I am 17 years later!
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What were you most surprised about when you 
first became SigEp’s Housemother in 2006?
There have been lots of  challenges – learning 
everyone’s name (especially that first year when all 
86 members were new to me), getting used to the 
noise level in the house, keeping the house clean 
when members did the cleaning and there were 
many MANY Sigma Saturdays at the house in those 
days (my shoes would stick to the floors until about 
the following Wednesday).

What do you enjoy the 
most about your role as 
House Mother/Director? 
There have also been 
immense rewards – I get to 
be a mom to every member, 
I get to know them (my 
candy jars are a big help), 
laugh with them, converse 
with them, celebrate their 
successes, sympathize 

with them, care for them, give 
them the loving support they 
need (which sometimes includes 
tough love), learn their likes 
and dislikes, and discover their 
interests. I get to watch them 

grow from boys to men, giving positive influence 
where I can to encourage them to become the best 
person they can possibly be. I get to stimulate their 
independence by teaching them to sew on a button 
or iron a shirt (although I have done those things 
for them when circumstances dictated). It is very 
fulfilling to participate in their lives and to give 
them a mother’s love and care.

How has the Chapter evolved over your 17 year 
tenure? 
The Chapter has changed a lot over the 17 years 
I’ve been here. There is less emphasis on partying, 
and more emphasis on maintaining a high 
GPA. There has been a big change in the way we 
care for our Chapter house. We should thank 
our dedicated Alumni Board of  Volunteers for 
constantly improving our physical facility and 
providing an ever more comfortable house, which 
has also allowed us to compete for top recruits. The 
Alumni Board keeps a finger on the Chapter pulse, 
offering guidance, and encourages leadership and 
accountability by allowing the Chapter to make 
their own decisions.  We can also thank our chapter 
presidents and their execs over these years for 
excelling at keeping us on track to become balanced 
men and campus leaders. I know that sometimes 
it’s like herding cats, but year after year they strive 
for and reach that goal. I am immensely proud of  
our Chapter leaders throughout the years and of  
our members, who have worked together to achieve 
the distinction of  being named KU’s “Chapter of  the 
Year” FIVE years in a row!

Any final words or comments? 
It has been a privilege, a blessing, and an honor 
to be a part of  the KU SigEp family. I treasure my 
time here, the friendships formed, and I look 
forward to helping in whatever I can in the future. 
Congratulations to the Brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon on your 100 years at KU!
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On May 5-6, 2023, the Kansas Gamma Chanter of  Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity at the 
University of  Kansas celebrated its 100th Anniversary as a chapter at KU. A sell out 
weekend with 547 alumni and guests returned to Lawrence to celebrate KU SigEp’s rich 
100-year history.

The weekend kicked off with an open house at the renovated SigEp chapter house, 
followed by a VIP behind-the-scenes tour of  Allen Fieldhouse. On Saturday night, the 
Centennial celebration was held at the Burge Union, where guests enjoyed live music and 
a keynote speech from KU basketball coach Bill Self.

The weekend was a resounding success, with alumni and guests from all over the world 
coming together to celebrate KU SigEp’s 100th Anniversary. It was a truly special event, 
and one that will be remembered for years to come.

Highlights of the KU SigEp 100th Anniversary in Lawrence on May 5-6, 2023

■   Sell-out weekend event with 547 alumni and guests returning

■    Private Party, Opening night at the Hawk with food, music and a surprise from  
KU’s Bar Band

■   Open house tour In the renovated SigEp chapter house

■   Allen Fieldhouse VIP behind-the-scenes tour

■    Centennial celebration at the Burge Union on Saturday night with live music and 
keynote speaker Bill Self

The weekend was a celebration of  KU SigEp’s rich history and its many accomplishments. 
It was also a time for alumni and guests to reconnect with old friends and make new 
ones. The event was a huge success, and it is sure to be remembered for years to come. 
ROCK CHALK JAYHAWK!
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KU SIGEP CELEBRATES 100 YEARS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

Brotherhood  |  Tradition  |  Legacy  |  KU
1 0 0  Y E A R S
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Bill Self Inspires and Delights as Keynote Speaker at 
KU SigEp 100th Anniversary

On May 6, 2023, the KU SigEp Alumni and their esteemed guests had the privilege of 
witnessing a remarkable keynote address by none other than Bill Self. The occasion marked the 
100th anniversary of the KU Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, and Self’s speech was nothing short 
of inspiring, humorous, and filled with wisdom.

As the head coach of  the University of  Kansas Jayhawks men’s basketball team, Bill Self  is no 
stranger to leadership, and he had a powerful message to share with the SigEp community. He 
kicked off his address by acknowledging the specialness of  SigEp, saying, “SigEp has something 
special going on.” This statement set the tone for a speech that highlighted the fraternity’s 
unique character and its remarkable journey over a century.

Self’s address wasn’t just about basketball or 
sports; it was about leadership and involvement. 
He emphasized the importance of  commitment 
and teamwork, drawing parallels between the 
fraternity and his experiences in coaching. He 
shared stories of  how his players had to work 
together, trust each other, and show leadership 
both on and off the court. These lessons were not 
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To view Coach Bill Self’s 100th 
Anniversary Speech, scan QR code:

only relevant to the young students in the 
audience but also resonated deeply with 
the alumni, who undoubtedly appreciated 
the wisdom from a seasoned leader.

One of  the most delightful aspects of  
Self’s speech was his ability to bring 
humor into the room. He had the 
audience in splits with witty anecdotes 
and lighthearted stories from his 
coaching career. His humor served as 
a valuable reminder that even in the 
face of  challenges, a little laughter can 
go a long way in uniting people and 
strengthening bonds.

Self’s words were more than just a 
reflection on the past; they were a call 
to action for the future. He encouraged 
the fraternity members to continue 
their journey, upholding the values and 
traditions of  SigEp while adapting to 
the ever-changing world. He reminded 
them that the bonds formed in SigEp 
could last a lifetime and serve as a 
support system in the years to come.

Bill Self’s keynote address at the 
KU SigEp 100th Anniversary was a 
memorable and impactful event. He 
inspired the audience with his words on 
leadership, involvement, and the unique 
spirit of  SigEp. His humor lightened 
the atmosphere and left everyone with 
a smile on their faces. As the fraternity 
enters its second century, the lessons 
from Bill Self’s speech will undoubtedly 
continue to guide and motivate its 
members on their extraordinary journey.
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100TH BANQUET
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To view more photos from The SigEp 
100th Banquet, scan QR code: 
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OPEN HOUSE
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To view more of Saturday’s Open 
House photos, scan QR code:
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HAWK NIGHT
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To view more photos from The Opening 
Night at The Hawk, scan QR code: 
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FIELDHOUSE TOUR
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To view more photos from The Allen 
Fieldhouse Tour, scan QR code: 
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GOLF TOURNAMENT
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To view more Golf Tournament 
Photo’s, scan QR code: 
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Newly Announced 
KU SigEp Scholarships

Derek Bridges Scholarship 
An endowed scholarship in memory of KU SigEp Derek Bridges ‘91 
has been established by a group of his SigEp Brothers.

Derek, a former SigEp Recruitment Chairman and SigEp Chapter 
President, passed away in September 2022. He was a good friend to many 
SigEps.  He leaves behind four children, including his KU SigEp son 
Andrew Bridges ‘21.  At KU, Derek was honored to be elected President of  
KU’s Interfraternity Council.  

Professionally, Derek served many philanthropic organizations, he was a board member for both 
public and private companies, and held many prominent C-Level positions. He had a great sense of  
humor & wit -- he was someone that could always be counted on.  

SigEp was near and dear to Derek’s heart.  In memory of  his eternal friendship, his SigEp Brothers 
have established this scholarship to support SigEp undergraduates that exemplify the same qualities 
that defined Derek.  One of  Derek’s favorite lines was: “What is Possible?”. The donors want this 
scholarship to honor SigEps that demonstrate “what is possible” in making a difference at SigEp, on 
campus, and in the community. 

The $5,000 Derek Bridges Scholarship will be awarded each year in perpetuity. The fund has 
currently raised over $100,000.  You can join in supporting this scholarship at kusigep.com/donate.

Memorial Scholarship 
A group of alumni from the late 60’s and early 
70’s have taken the lead in forming and funding 
the recently announced “KU SigEp Memorial 
Scholarship Fund.”  

Donations to the fund by individuals or era classes 
in memory of  brothers that have passed will be 
permanently recognized under the honored brother’s 
name on the Memorials Page at kusigep.com.

The KU SigEp Memorial Scholarship Fund will provide annual scholarship support for 
undergraduate brothers of  KU SigEp, and formally awarded at our scholarship dinners.

Having raised over $60,000, the fund has already reached the level to be permanently endowed and 
actively generating scholarships.  The fund is held at KU Endowment Association.  Donations can be 
made directly to the fund at KU Endowment, PO Box 928, Lawrence, KS 66044-0928.
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Newly Announced 
KU SigEp Scholarships

Craig Templeton Scholarship
A group of SigEp brothers and friends from across the globe have 
created the “Craig Templeton Leadership Endowment” at the SigEp 
Educational Foundation in recognition of Brother Templeton’s 
exemplary service to Sigma Phi Epsilon at the local and national level.  

Craig Templeton, a former KU SigEp Chapter President, graduated and 
moved to Richmond, Virginia to serve the national fraternity in various 
positions. Eventually Craig was elected Chief  Executive Officer of  Sigma Phi 
Epsilon National Fraternity, serving for ten years from 2000 - 2010.  

Among Craig’s accomplishments as Executive Director, he produced ten consecutive annual increases 
in membership and retention.  Government Relations successes include the passage of  the Collegiate 
Housing and Infrastructure Act to amend the U.S. Tax Code.  He planned and executed a $30 million 
capital campaign for the SigEp Educational Foundation.  In six years under his leadership, risk 
management initiatives led to a 55% reduction in insurance claim losses and a 39% reduction in 
insurance premiums.

A Craig Templeton Scholarship recipient will be among the best and brightest students at KU, and will 
meet these criteria:  A high school top 10% ranking with a leadership position in a club, activity or sport, 
or a KU 3.5 minimum Cum-GPA with involvement in a student organization, club, or varsity athletics.  
Preference will be given to students who have had a serious illness or accident, or who have financial 
need.  The standards are high, but these standards are fitting for a scholarship named for Craig 
Templeton, a man whose service has brought honor to our beloved Chapter and Alma Mater.  You may 
support this fund with donations to the KU SigEp Craig Templeton Scholarship at SigEp Headquarters. 
Donations in excess of  $37,000 have already been made in support of  the scholarship.

IBTF Scholarship
At SigEp’s 100th Anniversary Banquet a group 
of  KU SigEps that graduated in the early to mid-
80’s announced a new “IBTF Scholarship” to 
annually honor SigEp’s “Outstanding Junior Class 
Member”.  This group began an annual summer trip 
in 1980… the trip is now in its 43rd straight year.  
This scholarship is in honor of  the memories and 
friendships that the group has formed through their 
SigEp experience.  The new IBTF Scholarship already 
has donations in excess of  $51,000 in endowed funds, 
and will be awarded for the first time in April 2024.
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We thank the 100th Anniversary Campaign Donors for their 
support of the educational programming at KU SigEp

DonorsDonors
$100 - $499$100 - $499
Adams, John
Allen, Bob
Andersen, David
Anderson, Jeff
Baker, Jimmy
Benscheidt, Charles
Brooks, Robert
Byers, Jacob
Caven, Terry
Chubb, Tom
Cohen, Barry
Comfort, James
Company, Sally
Dorsey, James
Dysart, Jack
Fisher, Charles
Foster, Rod
Glick, Randall
Gray, Bill
Hartung, Steve
Harville, Brad
Himmelberg, Joe
Howard, David
Iler, Robert
Jones, John Jay
Killeen, John
King, Robert
Kolom, Doug
Konen, Michael
Lanik, Steve
Lowry, Stuart
Mann, Terry
McCarthy, John
McCarthy, Tim
Mealman, Mike
Meyer, Dan
Murray, Chris
Owen, John R.
Reaves, Chris
Rhoades, Charles
Robertson, David
Rowe, Rick
Sedlacek, Alex

Simpson, David
Spake, Brent
Spencer, Michael
Steere, Rob
Syslo, Jeff
Tamasi, Brian
Teter, Dwight
Treat, Richard
Tvrdik, Greg
Volkers, Jared
Wasko, Brian
Weinand, Len
Welling, John
Witmeyer, Kirk
Wood, David
Wright, Jeff

Jayhawk DonorsJayhawk Donors
$500 - $999$500 - $999
Adams, Mark
Adams, Todd
Anderson, John
Brown, Jeff
Bucher, Bill
Burchstead, Steve
Carder, Mark
Chappell, Ralph
Cohen, Barry
Dalbom, Michael
Davis, Jon
Dougherty, Alan
Elliott, Robert
Ewy, Alexander
Fangman, Tom
Gille, Greg
Hellman, Ralph
Herchert, Bob
Hinkhouse, Steve
Kaine, Curtis
Kilroy, W. Terrance
Konen, Michael 
Kort, Jason
Mata, Nathan
McAtee, Darin
Meridith, Michael

Meyer, Gus
Miller, Chuck
Owens, Pete
Quinn, Martin
Quinn, Richard
Redfearn, James
Rieger, Paul
Roberts, Ronald
Ruiz, Richard
Scherrer, Dan
Schwaab, John
Stos, Danny
Strauss, Fred
Templeton, Craig
Thompson, Hayes
Tooher, Matt
Winfrey, Gary
Wright, Jeff

Naismith DonorsNaismith Donors
$1,000 - $4,999$1,000 - $4,999
Barnes, Jake
Bleish, Bill
Allen, Mark
Brown, Bill
Brown, Bob
Burgstahler, David
1967 Pledge Class
Church, Dan
Cochran, Robert
Cohen, Bill
Coulter, Ed
Dahir, Mike
Finocchiaro, Joe
Gillaspie, Michael
Griffith, Jonathan
Herre, Scott
Hutsell, Jeff
Jacelone, Joe
Jones, Ryan
Lamb, Harold
Leatherman, Jack
Klumpp, Brian
Miller, Larry
Mudd, Dan

Pitney, Tom
Pritchard, Jim
Shelton, Keith 
Staker, Rodd
Waletich, Brian

Bronze DonorsBronze Donors
$5,000 - $9,999$5,000 - $9,999
Akright, Bill
Burmaster, Steve
Elliot, Richard
Goodale, Sean
Skolaut, Paul

Lead DonorsLead Donors
$10,000+$10,000+
Becker, Bernie
Bene, Tom
Findley, Gloria
Gray, Jim
Gray, Tom
Kilroy, Jack
Lampton, Doug
Lampton, Marvin
Moyer, Steve
Seuferling, Dale
Wertz, Tom
Williamson, Del
Young, Steve
Zimmer, Kevin

A beautiful Bronze Jayhawk was gifted in 2023 to 
commemorate the 100th Anniversary of SigEp at KU.
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1981: Rodd Staker

1982: Herb Steiniger

1983: Don Johnson

1984: Greever Allan

1985: Frank Naylor

1986: George Ablah

1987: Tom Wertz

1988: Chuck Anderson

1989: Bill Akright

1990: James P. Naismith

1991: Dale Seuferling

1992: Z. Lyle Brown

1993: Lester Hey

1994: Harry Newby

1995: Tom Gray (OGH)

1996: Glen Kappelman

1998: Bob Hopkins

2000: Dwight Teter

2001: Paul Rieger

2002: Jim Gray

2003: Steve Burchstead

2004: Dale Seuferling (25 years)

2005: Roger Nelson

2006: Craig Templeton

2009: Gus Meyer

2010: Ben Craig

2012: Mark Allen

2013: Tom Bene

2017: Bernie Becker

2018: Bob Berkebile

2019: SigEp Citation – Tom Bene

2022: Bob Brooks

2023: Michael Dalbom

2010 KU Football Coach, 
Turner Gill 

Royals GM, Dayton Moore, speaks at the 
2009 SigEp business lunch

2004 Baseball legend Buck O’Neil – Speaker at the SigEp business lunch. 
SigEp alumnus Bernie Becker, ‘71 with Buck O'Neil

SigEp Business Banquets  
Honoring Our Alumni Volunteers

KU SigEp Alumnus of the Year

Natural Ties
KU SigEp has had a special involvement with the Natural Ties program 
since 1990.  Natural Ties’ Mission is to foster friendship and inclusion 
between individuals with and without disabilities among KU Students and 
local Natural Tie individuals.  KU SigEp has had the privilege of  having a 
friendship with Brian Davidson (“B.D.”) for almost 35 years.

That’s 35 years of B.D. telling a bad joke every Wednesday at Chapter Dinners!
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D ear old F raternity, all my life throughD ear old F raternity, all my life through
I’ ll love and cherish the memories of you.I’ ll love and cherish the memories of you.
Should harm betide meShould harm betide me
Thou e’er will guide me,Thou e’er will guide me,
Sigma, dear Sigma P hi Epsilon trueSigma, dear Sigma P hi Epsilon true


